Pharaoh's Dreams, Genesis 41, NLT

Across
4 Part of grain in 2nd dream
7 This person recommended Joseph
8 Joseph's nationality
10 Joseph did this when he was sent for
11 Who was real interpreter of dream?
12 The condition of enjoying good times
13 No food
14 Description of man Pharaoh needed
17 Joseph rode in this
18 Joseph's wife
20 Land Joseph was in charge of

Down
1 River where first dream took place
2 Number of cows
3 Word used to describe 2nd set of cows
5 Second grain did this to 1st grain
6 First people asked to interpret dreams
9 Baker was ________ on a pole
15 places where food would be kept
16 Pharaoh gave this to Joseph
19 Age of Joseph when he was appointed
All of us dream. Sometimes we remember our dreams. Can you describe a dream you have had. Could it have had any special meaning?